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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Vietnam was praised by the World Bank as the high marks for the level of GDP 
growth with low rate of inflation in 1996. However, in 1997，two of six investment funds 
mainly investing in Vietnam planned to be liquidated. This arouses my interest in 
investigating the investment environment of Vietnam in 1997. 
In this paper, I used Michael Porter's diamond model to analyse the comparative 
advantage of Vietnam, from which investment opportunities could be derived. After 
evaluating the investment opportunities, I concluded some promising industries for foreign 
investors' and the hinge of success. 
Vietnam has adopted the cautious step in its reform. Though it won compliments, 
the way has it paying the opportunity cost. From the foreign investors' point of view, 
Vietnam is one of the last virgin markets in Asia-Pacific region to invest. They should 
treasure any investment opportunities. From the Vietnam government's angle, it should 
place the foreign investors on the mutual benefit status. Lopsided policies would only 
crowd them out. The worse is there are many emerging markets waiting for their capital 
injection. Lagging behind by score years, Vietnam cannot afford this. 
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In 1946, the Socialist Republic of Vietnam was set up, just three years before 
the establishment of People of Republic of China (P.R.C.). Seven years later than the 
open-door policy of P.R.C., Vietnam in 1986 launched 4Doi Moi，which has similar 
objective as P.R.C.'s. It aims to decentralize the economy of the country, use market 
force to prosper its economic growth. Ten-year economic reform made Vietnam 
appealing to foreign investment (FI). The registered foreign capital influx into 
Vietnam increased from $800 million in 1990 to $6,500 million in 1995.1 Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) experienced a rocket growth from US$9.45 billion to 16.96 
billion (shown in the Figure 1). Besides, the World Bank praised that Vietnam gave 
high marks for the level of GDP growth with low rate of inflation in 1996.2 
Figure 1 
Economic Data of Vietnam 
US$ 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 
Gross Domestic Product N.A. 9.45 b 12.68 b 15.37 b 16.96 b 
Exports 2.1 b 2.6 b 3 b 3.6 b N.A. 
Imports 2.3 b 2.5 b 3.95 b 4.4 b N.A. 
Currency (dong/US$l) N.A. 10,795 10,805 11,080 10,965 
Source: Asia 1994-96 Yearbook of Far Eastern Economic Review 
1 "Growing pains." Vietnam Economic Times, December 1996，p. 20 
2 ‘‘Bank Rates Vietnam." Vietnam Economic Times. December 1996，p. 7 
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Viewing these promising result, we would easily regard Vietnam as a lucrative 
place to be invested. However, in 1997，five out of six listed closed-end funds were 
valued at 18% average discount to funds' net asset value, or NAV (shown in Figure 
2). Two of them, Templeton Vietnam Opportunities Fund and Lazard Vietnam Fund 
planned to liquidate the fund due to the failure to invest their mandated portion of fund 
in Vietnam.3 It is ridiculous to see the buoyant economic indicators on one side but the 
liquidation of investment fund on the other side. What happened in Vietnam? Does it 
imply that Vietnam lost its appeal as a place for foreign companies to put their money? 
In this paper, I will investigate these in detail. 
Figure 2 
Closed-ends funds focusing on Vietnam 
Vietnam Templeton Vietnam Beta Vietnam Lazard 
Fund Vietnam Frontier Vietnam Enterpri Vietnam 
Opportunities Fund Fund se Fund 
Fund Investme 
nt Fund 
Issue date Oct-91 Sep-94 Jul-94 Sep-93~ NA Dec-94 
Listed Dublin New York Dublin Dublin Dublin London 
(established) 
in 




NAV(US$ 58^2 115.8 6X2 693 16^6 59J 
million) 
Premium/ -26.6 -19.7 -23.7 -19.4 +9^9 -18.5""" 
discount (%) 
to NAV | _ 
Source: Peregrine Securities (UK) Ltd.，January 1, 1997 
3 Pui-wing Tam and Carey Zesiger, "Fund Investors Lose Taste for Vietnam.，，The 




With the diamond model by Michael Porter4, I intend to find out comparative 
advantage of Vietnam, from which lots of investment opportunities can be derived. 
After evaluating the investment opportunities, I will conclude some promising 
industries for foreign investors' and the hinge of success. 




First of all, I would give a brief picture of diamond model for the sake of 
building a foundation to develop my following analysis. 
In 1990, M. Porter developed a model for analyzing the comparative advantage 
of nations. Referring to figure 3, it claims that any nation achieves success in a 
particular industry when it can develop a favorable configuration between such 
determinants as factor condition, demand condition, related and supporting industries, 
firm strategy structure and rivalry. On the top of that, the development of firms in a 
cluster depends on chance and on the government. Since it is a self-reinforcing system, 
the effect of one determinant depends upon the state of the others. Thus, any changes 
would reshape an industry. 
Like other emerging markets, Vietnam is also tightly controlled by her 
government. Putting this into the model, we can get back a dynamic ‘diamond’ -
though government is always the driving force of changes, feedback is activated 
between determinants. 
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Since it is so dynamic, in order to simplify the analysis, I would stagnate it in 
March, 1997. Thus, my study is up to April of 1997. In terms of the degree of impact, 
the element of 'government' would be discussed first. 
Government 
Since its constitution, Vietnam had become a socialist economy. All power 
was held solely by the Communist Party. Though the penetration of reform has 
lessened the influence of the Party, it still remains at the helm of the direction of fiscal 
policy, law and even the fate of Vietnamese. The authority coverage of the Party is so 
widespread that I have to confine my discussion to those regarding FI. The rest might 
be useful somehow but left for further researches. 
The National Assembly5 appointed State Committee for Co-operation and 
Investment (SCCI) to control the management and administration of foreign 
investment.6 In 1995• the SCCI and State Planning Committee merged to form the 
Ministry of Planning and Investment (MPI). It is responsible for setting yearly rent for 
land and sea, tax category, approving the contract and issuing appropriate business 
5 National Assembly; one of three bodies defined in the constitution; meeting bi-
annually in June and December, the Assembly comprises elected members whose 
powers include the approval of the State budget, the determination of Government 
policy and legislating new areas of law. 
6 "Vietnam Opportunities - The Official Vietnamese Business Guide." Longman, 
Second Edition. 1994 
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documentation. It has been the only one department in handling the investment 
licenses since 1997. Basing on its functions, I made the corresponding analysis. 
Rent 
According to Land Law (1993)，foreign entities are barred from owning land, 
except buildings. Therefore, a joint venture enterprise or a wholly foreign owned 
enterprise has to lease land. Unlike acquisition which can fully capture the benefit of 
low rent, leasing is subject to rental adjustment from time to time. A solid support was 
in November, 1996，the Finance Ministry imposed a minimum tax rate based on 
monthly rent of $40/sq. m. on leases to foreign entities.7 As a result, rent soared. This 
went on in either way: landlords raise the rent to $40/sq. m. or maintain the same rent 
but tenants pay all new turnover tax burden at around 27%. Unable to acquire the 
prime advantage embedded in emerging market, low rent, foreign investors felt less 
interested in Vietnam. 
Tax 
There are six main taxes levied in Vietnam. They are corporate income tax, 
repatriation tax, withholding tax, turnover tax, personal income tax, and tariff. 
In the aftermath of the approval of new law, corporate income tax of all 
industries is at 33 % except those under encouragement. Foreign investors in 
producing exports, cultivating and processing of agricultural, forestry and aquaculture 
products, developing mountainous, rural and poorly-developed areas, industries using 
modern technology and environmental safeguards, labour intensive industries and those 
using Vietnamese materials and minerals, as well as building infrastructure and 
important industrial facilities (Build-Operate-Transfer projects) can enjoy as low as 
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10% tax rate.8 Besides, losses incurred during a tax year may be carried forward and 
offset against future profits for a period not exceeding five years from the year of the 
loss. 
Merely focusing on the corporate tax rate, Vietnam's is more attractive than 
China and other emerging markets. 
So far as repatriation tax and withholding tax are concerned, foreign investors 
would knit their eyebrows. Even if they can earn a lot in Vietnam, approval from MPI 
should be obtained and a wdthholding tax ranging from 5% to 10%9 should be paid 
when they want to repatriate their profit or what they have invested. In short, for a 
firm in an encouraged industry with the free-repatriation right, the effective tax rate is 
19% =[10%+10%(1-10%)]. That is not a lucrative tax rate for foreign investors. 
Turnover tax applies to rent, the profits made on interest rate spreads and 
Foreign Exchange (FX) spreads. Mentioned previously, the lessor needs to pay a 
monthly turnover tax over the taxable turnover. Taxable turnover is the total sum of 
money earned by the lessor from leasing houses to foreigners stated in the house rent 
contract. Actually, the turnover tax is an extra burden on banking sector. At the 
beginning of 1997，it was revoked from the lending business which occupies 60% of 
total banking business. It turns out the tax discrimination disappear in banking sector. 
Both Vietnamese state banks and foreign owned banks pay 25% on FX transaction.10 
Actually, State bank is thinking of the elimination of the turnover tax as it makes 
interest rates applying to the dong artificially high and dong's value follows suit. 
7 "Rental Market Jitters.，，Vietnam Economic Times. Nov. 1996，p. 38-39 
8 "Take Three.，，Vietnam Economic Times. Dec. 1996，p. 29-30 
9 "5% for any profit remittance is payable for a foreign-invested organization or a 
private person with a contribution exceeding 50% of the legal capital or with an 
invested capital of over US$5 million and US$10 million respectively whilst 10% for 
those other than specified formerly." 
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The personal income tax Vietnamese earning more than US$1,320 per year 
must pay while the income base for foreigners is US$5,445 a year.11 Marginal tax rate 
increases progressively from 10% to 50% for foreigners but from 10% to 60% for 
Vietnamese nationals. Though there is a tax incentive granted to foreigners, they face 
‘dual price' system under which they pay higher rates on airfares, telephone, house and 
office rental. Foreigners do not have any real benefit. 
Exports and imports are imposed on tariff. Figure 4 shows the related products 
and corresponding rates. Though traders can ask the MPI to switch them to the lower 
rate, they would regard it as an investment opportunity. 
Figure 4 
Items Imposed Tariff 
Commodities Tariff Rate 
Exports Coal, crude oil, mineral ores, scrap metal，rubber, hides, 
certain woods, maize, rice, coffee, tea, pepper, sea 4% 
products 
Imports Alcohol and cigarettes; 15 - 150%; 
consumer goods 40 - 60% 
Source: Vietnam Opportunities - The Official Vietnamese Business Guide, 1994 
Form of Business 
MPI has the authority to control the entrance of foreign business on the nature 
of business, form of business and the like. Foreign investment can choose among the 
four restricted categories: a contractual business co-operation, a joint venture (JV) 
enterprise, a wholly foreign-owned enterprise, and a Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) 
scheme. Strictly speaking, it is not easy to engage into any one of the forms. Though 
10 "A Taxing Matter." Vietnam Economic Times. Nov. 1995, p. 18-19 
11 "Draft Tax Laws up for Public Comment." Vietnam Economic Times, Sept. 1996， 
p.8 
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foreign investors are not prohibited from entering with Vietnamese individuals or small 
private enterprises, there are some invisible constraints available. Like the port-facility 
construction only SOE has connection to do; other private businesses do not have. 
Naturally, SOE becomes the favorable choice to partner in this business sector. On 
top of this, the level of contribution from foreigners required by the MPI is not crystal 
clear, This can be clearly demonstrated by the following case. IBM successfully got 
approval on setting up 100% owned company on March 1996，but MPI refused to 
issue Hyundai license for setting up 100% owned car manufacturing plant on the 
grounds of inadequate technology transfer and local parts components becoming more 
commonplace.!. The word 'inadequate' really puzzled not only Hyundai but also 
foreign investors on how advanced the technology MPI demand for. 
Demand Condition 
Vietnam has a population of 76 million people with a high literacy rate of about 
80 %. Unlike China, it does not have groups of different minorities. Some people 
think that Vietnam's reforms will be more quickly implemented than those of China 
due to her smaller and more homogenous population. 
According to the World Bank, in 1994 some 80% of Vietnam's population was 
of school age, or 21 years old and under. The younger generation is definitely target 
market of the foreign firms. Generally speaking, Vietnam is still at the early stage of 
her development. Vietnamese have already started to be fed with the foreign products 
and sustain to be served by those using 20-year-old technology. Their consumer 
behavior is not sophisticated. 
In 1995, the World Bank reported that 51% of Vietnamese live under the 
poverty line, though less than 10% of the poor concentrated in urban areas. The 
annual income per head is little more than US$200 whilst that for China is US$490 in 
1995.12 However, Vietnamese in Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi have attained 
12 "Vietnam frightens off coveted foreign firms." Economist. Dec. 10 1995, p. 5 
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US$1,100 and US$1,000 respectively.13 The income distribution is highly uneven in 
geographical manner. Merely basing on these official figures is not sufficient for 
analyzing. It is known that the underground activities in emerging markets always 
provide substantial income to the participants. This evidenced that those white collar 
with the monthly salary around US$900 can afford the luxury automobiles priced 
US$ 100,000. Their actual income is far from the official one. 
Consumption power is the necessary not the essential factor boosting high 
sales. Many Vietnamese' way of living: When Procter & Gamble (P&G) promoted its 
three brands of； shampoo, Pantene, Rejoice and Head & Shoulders in Vietnam, it 
contended with the obstacle of tradition: washing with the non-edible, black fruit, "bo 
ket，，14! Even P&G spent million and million on advertising its shampoos, many young 
generation of consumers, not to mention the old people still prefer traditional 
Vietnamese hair care.續 Custom barrier had many foreign investors stumbled. 
Factor Condition 
Factor refers to the skilled labour, the transport and education infrastructure, 
knowledge resources for developing the related industry. 
Though Vietnam's population has high literacy rate of 80%, their modern 
management skills are very low. That's why the labour costs remain lower than 
neighboring countries: the minimum wage is set at US$35 per month. According to 
the Decree on Labour for Foreign Enterprises with Foreign-Invested Capital June 
1990, a foreign enterprise is entitled to recruit Vietnamese workers, aged 18 years or 
older. Those age 17 or younger made up nearly 73% of the population,15 around 20.7 
million can be the pool of work force. 
Their regime to analyze risk-and-return has not been developed properly. This 
is evidenced by the fact that the cool response to the sales of SOE shares that its 
13 "Vietnamese Income Survey." The Saigon Times. Sept. 21^27, 1996，p. 23 
14 “The Perils of Success." The Vietnam Business Journal. Oct. 1996，p. 37-38 
15 “Vietnam Schools Study A New Subject: the Market." The Asian Wall Street 
Journal. 6 Mar. 1997, p.l 
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employees are allowed to buy. That's why Vietnam's schools have a new subject on 
their agenda: The marketplace. The official language of Vietnam is not English. In 
order to facilitate international trade and investment, it enhances the teaching in 
conversational English. 
Unlike China, Vietnam abounds with trade unions since formation of a trade 
union is compulsory in observance with Law on Trade Unions (1990). Labours with 
collective bargaining power and right to strike have more stake to fight against the 
employers. When employer is forced to reduce production and employment in order 
to recover from a natural disaster or where the employer becomes bankrupt or is 
liquidated, he/ it is required to discuss and reach agreement with the trade union.16 The 
existence of trade union makes it hard for the foreign investors to capture all their 
entrepreneur's profit. 
The basic infrastructure of Vietnam remains at the level shortly after the war 
with the USA. That was why since 1993 the Asian Development Bank has committed 
one billion dollars to help rebuild Vietnam's dilapidated infrastructure. In 1997，it 
plans to provide further roughly 1.5 billion dollars in soft loans through the year 
2000.
17 
There are only six main highways and three main railways connecting the big 
cities within Vietnam. For the international transportation, three airports and eight 
ports are facilitating (shown in Figure 5). That is insufficient in serving vast 
developments. 
Vietnam has 1.3 land-based telephone line for every 100 people which is one of 
the lowest rates in Asia. The telephone density of the country is unevenly distributed -
in Hanoi, there are seven telephones for every 100 people while the figure is 0.41 in 
Ninh Binh, 0.18 in Thanh Hoa and 0.04 in Vinh Phu.18 The worse is as much as 80 
percent of the population is living in rural areas. As foreseen by 2000, the amount of 
16 “Decoding Vietnam's Labour Code." Vietnam Economic Times, Sept. 1996’ p. 28-
29 
17 "ADB Offers Vietnam 1.5 billion." Deutsche Presse-Agentur. 12 March, 1997 
18 "Telecoms Reach Out To Rural VN.，，Vietnam Economic News, No. 11, 1997 
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telephones in rural areas is likely to be 622,000. However, huge investment required 
seems to have meager profit. Attracting foreign investment in vain, the State is loath 
in launching a US$1 million to solve the problem. In urban area, businesses turn to 
mobile phones to fill up their lack. There are three main mobile-phone providers 
serving 85,000 subscribers in Hanoi and HCMC. 
Figure 5 
Location/ Coverage of Vietnam's Transportation 
Carriage mode Location / Coverage 
Highway Highway 1: Sino-Vietnamese border to Ho Chi Minh City 
Highway 4: Ho Chi Minh City to Nam Can 
Highway 5: Hanoi to Haiphong 
Highway 6: Hanoi to Lai Chau 
Highway 20: Bien Hoa to Dalat 
Highway 51: Bien Hoa to Vung Tau 
Super Highway: Hanoi to Vietnam's southern most tip, cutting 
through mountains close to Laos and Cambodia (in-progress) 
Railway Trans-Vietnam line: Lang Son to Ho Chi Minh City 
Hanoi-Haiphong line 
Lao Cai�Hanoi line 
Airport Danang, Hanoi Airport and Ho Chi Minh City Airport 
Seaport Cam Pha，Hon Ga, Haiphong, Cua Lo，Da Nang, Cam Ranh, Vung 
Tau, and Ho Chi Minh City 
Related and Supporting Industries 
Different industries vary with their related and supporting industries. I hereby 
just pick some general supporting businesses like material suppliers, banking, 
accounting and auditing, insurance, stock market, arbitration system.... 
Material Suppliers 
Vietnam is full of mineral resources. Apatite, bauxite, chromite, coal, copper, 
gold, ilmenite, iron, lead, oil, zinc, and rare earths core scatters throughout Vietnam. 
It has a long coastline which contains fertile fishing grounds, 1,200 species of fish like 
butterfish，mackerel, threadfin，Chinese herring, and cuttlefish and 70 species of shrimp 
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can be found mainly in the south of the country. For the agricultural raw materials, 
jute, sedge, cotton, mulberry, sugar cane, groundnuts, rice, tobacco, tea, coffee are 
planted fruitfully. Without advanced equipment and management skills, the value of 
these industries have not yet been maximized. 
Banking 
Suppliers turn to credit institutions for funds on capital improvement, in fact, 
there are various type of credit institutions in Vietnam's banking system (shown in 
Figure 6). Only foreign banks, joint ventures and state bank the foreign investors 
would approach since others cannot render the required service and loan amount. 
Figure 6 
Credit Institutions in Vietnam 
Type of Credit Institution Existing No. 
Foreign bank 20 
Joint venture between Vietnamese banks 4 
and foreign banks 
Joint stock commercial bank 30-urban; 19-rural 
Credit cooperative over 400 
Joint stock financial company 2 
Regional and central credit fund 5 
Source: Vietnam Economic Review, No. 3(33) 1996 
Theoretically, foreign firms contend with two options in debt financing: (1) 
borrow dong loans at annual interest rate of 21%;(2) borrow foreign currency loans 
with upper interest rate ceiling at 9% and then exchange back to dong. Without any 
control on exchange from foreign currency to dong, foreign investors still find it hard 
to make a foreign currency loan as state sector has got a lion's share. 
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Even if the foreign firms scrambled for a share of foreign currency loan, it 
should get a guarantee from a local bank as a collateral. Since other forms of security 
like mortgage or pledges of assets are no longer valid for such loans. Though foreign 
loans secured by other security may get approval from the prime minister's office, on a 
case-by-case basis19, it is time-consuming and succeeds to get approval somehow by 
chance. 
Unable to get a foreign currency loan, those firms have to turn to dong loan 
which charges high interest and requires a high valued collateral - in 1997, to received 
a loan $60,000 from local banks, borrower must put up at least, $100,000 in property. 
It is not surprised that a country only with shortrtermed funds would find it hard to 
finance in long-term manner. The road of debt financing in Vietnam is ftill of thistles 
and thorns. 
As to bond market, it is still in an infant stage - Refrigeration Electrical 
Engineering Corp. (REE) is the only one SOE issuing convertible bonds because 
current companies and SOE are restricted to issue any types of bonds. Meanwhile 
government's treasury bill (T-b) is the dominant product in the market. Treasury 
bonds divides into two types: bided and directly sold. For the directly sold T-b, it 
bears varies face value: 100,000 , 500,000 , 1 million and 5 million dong and duration: 
3-month, 6-month and 1-year. By 15th January, 1997，the coupon rate was 12% per 
annum; afterwards, it is 14% per annum. For foreign investors, bond market is solely 
an investment rather than a financing market. 
19 Reginald Chua, "Shifting Rules in Vietnam Hit Another Area: Loans." The Asian 
Wall Street Journal. 5 Nov. 1996 
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Stock Market 
As to the equity financing, the stock exchange market will be likely opened in 
1998.20 Though its inauguration has postponed several times, I regard this time as real. 
It is known that the convertible bonds of REE will have to be converted into 
transferable shares by the mid-1998. From this, the stock exchange market can be 
inferred to inaugurate in 1998. 
Though not all firms can be listed in the market, merely those with the 
minimum asset value of US$2.7 million. The existence of stock exchange market 
would give the foreign enterprises another choice of investing. In medium run, foreign 
enterprises are not expected to raise funds in the stock market since Vietnam 
government would give its SOEs priority to do so, JV ranks the second. It seems that 
there is no room for the foreign investors to raise funds in Vietnam. What if offshore 
financing will result in? 
In November of 1995，a Hong Kong-based firm tried to sell $40 million worth 
of bonds which were convertible into shares of its Vietnam subsidiary, Luks Vietnam. 
The initial attempt at selling the bonds failed due to investor uncertainty about 
Vietnam, bankers said.21 Foreign investors have to carry piles of money to invest. The 
financial infrastructure in Vietnam would not allow them to make use of local funds for 
further generation. 
Accounting and Auditing 
Company Law and bankruptcy Law were set up in 1990, but up to present 
Vietnam does not have a proper set of accounting and auditing system which includes 
20 Extracted from interview with the Director Governor's Office of State Bank of 
Vietnam, Mrs. Nguyen Thi Kim Phung, 7th March, 1997，Hong Kong 
21 Asia 1996 Yearbook, Far Eastern Economic Review, p. 223 
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laws and principles. The feet of stock exchange market have been dragged for years. 
At the end of 1996, the Ministry of Finance allows the establishment of audit and 
inspection companies in the form of JV and wholly foreign owned.22 
Insurance 
Asset insurance; road, seaway, railway and airway transportation insurance; 
ships and ship-owners' civil liability insurance; general liability and fire risk insurance; 
credit and financial risk; insurance; business loss insurance; and receipt and delivery of 
re-insurance services are all rendered 29 foreign and 4 local underwriter and insurance 
brokers.23 Since 1994, the Ministry of Finance has deregulated the insurance industry 
and made it open to wholly-foreign owned and joint venture insurance companies, the 
market becomes brisk and full of growing potential. 
Advertising 
Except tobacco and liquor products, all are legally advertised in Vietnam. 
Once violated the ban, like Philip Morris Cos.24, it would be fined. For the advertising 
companies, they generally have the maximum freedom to design, present and promote 
their advertisement. Any unconventional ways can be adopted. Foreign investors can 
take the advantage of innovative advertisements to promote their products. 
Arbitration system 
Foreign investors complained of myriad bureaucratic obstacles being placed in 
their way and about the absence of an effective dispute-settlement mechanism. 
Knocking the doors of 42 foreign law firms fails to solve the dispute in which the law 
22 "Cure fore Red Tape Blues." Vietnam Economic Times, Nov. 1996，p. 15 
23 "First Insurance JV Settles Down." Vietnam Economic Times, No. 36, p. 19 
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firm cannot stand as an independent party. The government in September, 1996 signed 
the Mew York Convention on international arbitration.25 In this way, an independent 
third party can step in to arbitrate disputes. 
Foreign Exchange System 
The fixed exchange system has been adopted. In March of 1996，the State 
Bank widened the dong's trading band from 1% to 5%. Though there is a general 
belief that such a change is intended to allay the heavy deficit of current account, I 
think different. Their argument is that once the exchange rate is raised, exports 
proceeds will increase in equivalence; imports will fall because they are more 
expensive. In fact, the main exports of Vietnam are crude oil, rice and seafood which 
are denominated in US dollars26, most of the imports are paid by hard currency, dollar 
due to the inconvertibility of dong. Also, the foreign exchange on purchasing imports 
is tightly controlled by the State. It is hard to imagine the relaxed band can alleviate 
the deficit. It effects in the internal economy 津 it provides more flexibility to banks on 
foreign exchange trades. Those in need of either foreign or domestic currency can use 
relatively higher rate to exchange. This would stimulate any battle in banking sector. 
Such banks with more capital as foreign one would absolutely have an advantage in 
absorbing more needed currency for investment than those with less, rural banks. 
Nevertheless, the State Bank will adhere to this gradual adjustment towards the 
supply-demand relationship of the currency in market.27 Radical change on foreign 
24 "Ho Chi Minh City Wants Marlboro Man to Disappear." The Asian Wall Street 
Journal 17 March, 1997，p. 9 
25 Far Eastern Economic Review, Asia 1996 Yearbook, p. 223 
26 “Vietnam Move Likely will Devalue Dong.，，The Asian Wall Street Journal, 3 
March, 1997 
27 "Capital Formation and Exchange Rate." The Saigon Times, March 29- April 4, 
1997, p. 21-22 
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exchange system is an impossible. This can be justified by the statement of the 
Director Governor's Office of State Bank of Vietnam, Mrs. Nguyen Thi Kim Phung, 
‘The freely floating exchange system will only exist when the external (i.e. current 
account) and internal environment are stable and proper. It is not expected to happen 
within the next three years.，拜 
Firm Strategy. Structure, and Rivalry 
In Vietnam, more than 73% of 30,000 registered enterprises is small and 
medium size enterprises (SMEs), defined as having at least US$100,000 in capital. 
Less than half (i.e. 49%) SMEs is non state-owned enterprises.29 SMEs mainly operate 
in light industry, food processing, trading, or service industries since which demand 
less capital, lower level of technology and management skills. Government 
continuously cuts the funding to SOEs, they and private enterprises are hungry for 
capital. The amount of low-interest loan and grant under the government's 
encouragement and support of SMEs program are limited, domestic competitors are 
very weak. It is a favorable condition for the foreign investors to gear into this 
profitable market by either exporting or direct investment. 
Chance 
In 1996，Vietnam became the seventh member of Association of South-east 
Asian Nations (Asean). It is committed to joining the Asean' free trade area in 10 
years; it has pledged to drop tariffs to 5% at most. Trade with members (Brunei, 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand) can be transacted at such a 
low tariff. 
28 Extracted from interview with the Director Governor's Office of State Bank of 
Vietnam, Mrs. Nguyen Thi Kim Phung, 7 March, 1997，Hong Kong 
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The establishment of stock exchange market would definitely offer another 
choice of financing and more choice of investment to the foreign investors. Any 
related businesses like investment banks, financing consulting institutions, public 
relations promotion firms, brokerage firms would sprout like the mushrooms in spring. 
It is known that forming stock exchange market aims at accomplishing the goal 
of equitization of SOE: mobilization of capital for technological renovation and 
enterprise development. For Vietnam, equitizing is considered an important solution in 
the restructuring of the whole system of state enterprises.30 The Ministry of Planning 
and Investment (MPI) has selected 200 eligible SOEs to be equitized. They all have 
more than State investment of VND3 billion (US$27,000). For the foreign investors, 
this would lower their cost of investment and wider their profitable investment choice. 
State firms are loath to open their books, even to lenders, but operating monopoly in 
some industries. Undergoing the equitization process, any problematic SOEs would be 
screened out. What left are definitely suitable for investment. Investors can taste the 
monopoly rent at a lower cost. 
One report estimated as much as US$10 billion in saving was being held by 
Vietnamese outside the banking sector. The gross fixed capital formation has 
amounted to some 20% since 199331，which is well below those rates in neighbouring 
countries.32 Though the controlled differential between banks' bid and ask rate of 
0.35% has constrained the commercial banks on souring and investing. In March of 
1997, State Bank proposed the new policy, ceiling lending rate, to replace the 
29 ^SMEs Hold tHe Key." Vietnam Sources. Mar. 1996, p.5 
30 “State Enterprise Renovation is Crux of Economic Development." Vietnam News, 
24 June 1996 
31 Quecde, Qedcor, "Vietnam - sustaining the Reform Momentum." Reuters, 1 May, 
1996 
32 Far Eastern Economic Review. Asia 1996 Yearbook, p.224 
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problematic differential. For the commercial banks, 1.5% per month is set as the 
maximum rate charged on loans. The approval would be obtained by the Party in 




Resorting to diamond model, I can clearly reveal the comparative advantages 
of Vietnam. Rent— tax rate, and volatility of currency are relatively low. Literate 
labours ask for low wages. Domestic competitors with outdated machinery, 
inexperienced management and financial souring difficulty are considered to be weak. 
Large market demand comprises of 76 million Vietnamese and six member countries in 
Asean. The infant legal framework allows businesses operate freely. For instance, the 
newly drafted Commercial Law (1996) only covers such activities as pawn-brokering, 
information and consulting services, shares and bonds and the restaurant, hotel and 
food and drink industries.33 Real estate is not touched so it has more room to develop. 
Vietnam embeds rich mineral resources. The domination of one party stabilize the 
political environment. Glancing at the above comparative advantages. I realize six out 
of them are determined by�the government. This conforms to my initial assumption -
government is the most important determinant in the model. 
Inferring from these advantages, I can conclude some properties acquired by 
industries that will grow flourishing in Vietnam. Labour-intensive, mineral-oriented, 
and mineral-processed industries are obviously spelt out. Those require low level of 
labour skills or large space. Basic necessities to middle-end products for fulfilling 
domestic demand would be best-selling. 
33 “Business basics.，，Vietnam Economic Times. December 1996，p. 10 
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Going througte the diamond model, we easily notice the constraints foreign 
investors face when running businesses in Vietnam: inadequate infrastructure support, 
the non-convertibility of the dong, a shortage of hard currency, difficulty in obtaining 
financing for projects, and ambiguous business regulations. 
Excessive bureaucracy and intellectual property piracy are another sentiment 
from them. Theoretically, the stipulated time frame for evaluating the approval of 
investment project is 60 days.34 The reality is that it takes one year on average to get a 
license for a joint-venture company and two years for 100% foreign owned 
investments.35 This not only slows down the implementation process but also deprive 
the investors of some golden opportunities. Besides, the failure to enforce its 
copyright regulations has been a major stumbling block in efforts to establish a trade 
pact between the U.S. and Vietnam, 
Figure 7 
Two Groups of Promising Industries 
Without Government With Government 
Intervention Intervention 
With Comparative Favorable industry Favorable but restrictive 
Advantages of Vietnam industry 
Without Comparative Unfavorable industry Unfavorable but 
Advantages of Vietnam protective industry 
Realizing the advantages and disadvantages acquired by Vietnam, I depict that 
there are four types of industries in Vietnam. Shown in Figure 7，they are favorable, 
34 "Vietnamese Industrial Park Group to Handle its Own Licensing." The Asian Wall 
Street Journal. 21 March, 1997 
35 “Investor Confidence keeps the Money Rolling In." Asiamonev, June 1995, p. 37 
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favorable but restrictive, unfavorable but protective and unfavorable industry. My 
classification is simple. Those taking any comparative advantage(s) of Vietnam as I 
mentioned above would be regarded as favorable industries. As to unfavorable 
industries, they are either without any comparative advantages or highly hit by the 
disadvantages. Government imposes any specified restriction on those known as 
restrictive industries. For any specified encouragement or protection granted to the 
industry, it belongs to protective type. What foreign investors consider would 
definitely the first three types since they are expected to produce substantial stream of 
cash inflow. In this stage, I can pick out some representatives in each type but no 
expected rate of return can be forecast. 
Favorable Industrv 
Accounting & auditing 
Type of industry: Business service 
Reason for favorable: 
In 1996, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) approved a $90 million 
concessionary loan to Vietnam to assist the nation in developing its banking and 
financial systems. Among ADB's conditions are the establishment of auditing and 
accounting standards that conform with international standards and the implementation 
of broader disclosure requirements for financial statements.36 
Arthur Andersen Worldwide Organization formed a wholly owned member 
firm in Vietnam focusing on general business consulting and assistance in joint-venture 
36 "Vietnam Gets Loan Totaling $90 Million." The Asian Wall Street Journal 21 
November, 1996，p. 8 
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formation with accounting services a secondary focus for four years.37 The other Big 
Six multinational accounting firms - Ernst & Young，Deloitte & Touche，Price 
Waterhouse L.L.P., KPMG Peat Marwick L.L.P. and Coopers & Lybrand - also have 
Vietnamese operations. 
Their problem is that they are a collection of national firms or companies. The 
traditional individual power of each partner in a firm is mirrored in the distinct and 
separate character of many national firms. Getting these firms to respond globally to 
new client needs is the challenge.38 It would be a good chance for the smaller 
accounting or consulting firms to gear into the market. 
Presently, there are eight Vietnamese and four foreign invested auditing 
companies and two auditing JVs. The customers of 100 percent foreign invested 
auditing companies are mostly foreign invested companies and those of Vietnamese are 
generally Vietnamese enterprises.39 This clear-cut nationality on buyer-seller 
relationship accounts for two phenomenon. Firstly, Vietnamese companies claim 
themselves without opportunity to get clients among the 100 percent foreign invested 
companies owing to the presence of some misunderstandings. The foreign invested 
companies suppose that their accounts have to be converted into dong and submitted 
in details once the service of Vietnamese auditing companies is used. Secondly, the 
100 percent foreign invested auditing companies are only allowed to give auditing and 
financial services to JVs or 100 percent foreign owned companies. It is illegal to 
render services to Vietnamese clients unless license is obtained. The high cost of 
37 "Arthur Andersen Says: It Has established A Firm in Vietnam." The Asian Wall 
Street Journal. 24 August, 1995, p. 3 
38 Jim Kelly, "Accountancy: Engineering the future of the global firm: Jim Kelly looks 
at the pressures on the Big Six to meet clients' demands for a worldwide service from 
their accountants." The Financial Times. 28 March, 1996，p. 32 
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foreign auditing services makes Vietnamese clients hesitate notwithstanding license is 
obtained. From another perspective, the foreign client business is barred from the 
entry of Vietnamese companies. Foreign auditing firms operate under the protected 
environment. 
The inauguration of stock exchange market is a golden opportunity. 
Vietnamese clients will need international standardized service to guarantee their 
business. The business of foreign auditing and accounting companies will soar. 
Finally, I would like to point out that auditing and accounting companies are all 
in partnership form. This form of business is not open to public investors to invest 
unless they have this professional knowledge and recognized qualification. For those 
foreign investors merely with capital, they find themselves hard to dabble in the fruition 
of this industry. 
Steel production 
Type of industry: Mineral-processing 
Reason for favorable: 
Vietnam is full of mineral resources. Apatite, bauxite, chromite, coal, copper, 
gold, ilmenite, iron, lead, oil, zinc, and rare earths core scatters throughout Vietnam. 
However, the imports of iron and steel appear in figure 8，thus merely high-grade iron 
exploited from the ores in Nghe Tinh, Bac Thai and Hoang Lien Son is not sufficient 
to fill the domestic demand. Since June of 1996, work has started on a joint feasibility 
study for a Dollars 1.2 bn iron ore mining project in central Vietnam involving Fried 
Kerupp, the German steel group, Mitsubishi of Japan, Gencor, the South African 
mining house and Vietnam's national steel corporation (VSC). The project involves 
39 Hong Nga, "VN Auditing Companies Struggle To Survive." Vietnam Economic 
News. No. 12, 1997, p. 21 
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the exploitation of 540 million tonnes of ore from the Thach Khe deposit in Ha Tinh 
province. Once the two-year study finished, the commercial viability would start. It is 
time consuming. Nevertheless, the Vietnam government would likely reward them by 
accepting their aggressive request on guarantees that the non-convertible, local 
currency revenues they would receive for selling the ore domestically could be 
switched freely into hard currency. Such guarantees are extremely difficult to secure 
for other foreign projects in Vietnam.40 In this way, the three foreign groups would 
have fully repatriation right on its investment and no any soft currency risk. From this 
project, we conceive of to what degree the government treasures the foreign investors 
in this industry. 
The technique of 'minimills' generates the efficient way for the developing 
countries which want to develop steel-making expertise but are unwilling to finance the 
traditional large-scale blast furnaces. 'Minimilis' use small, cheap, electric-arc 
furnances to make steel from scrap and cheap pig-iron. So far the quality has been 
poorer than blast-finace steel, but cheap to set up. Adopting this technique, South 
Korea's Pohang Iron & Steel Company (POSCO) has displaced Japan's Nippon Steel 
as the world's largest steel maker. POSCO has set up downstream factories which 
turn cold-rolled steel into different products in Vietnam.41 It likely sets up the 
upstream factories in Vietnam by the use of 'minimill' technique. In fact, this 
technique is neither patented nor so advanced. Many foreign investors can copy it and 
make investment on it. 
40 Jeremy Grant, “Feasibility Study under Way for Dollars 1.2 bn Vietnam Iron Ore 
Project.” The Financial Times. 28 June 1996, p. 6 
41 "Why Japan Is Losing Its Metal: Steel in Asia - South Korea's Pohang Iron & Steel 
Seems To Be Winning The Battle with Japan's Nippon Steel for Leadership of Its 
Industry." The Economist. 20 July 1996 
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Moreover, Asia's steel industry is changing shape. Demand is moving away 
from both Japan and South Korea towards the region's younger developing countries 
which need steel to develop their infrastructure. Asean's members would definitely be 
the target market for Vietnam steel exports. The steel production including mining and 
processing abounds in opportunities. 
Figure 8 
Vietnam's Exports & Imports Extracts 
"(inUS$) 丨 1991 1992 1993 | 1994 
Exports: 
Crude oil 577 m (27.5%) 805 m (31%) 861 m (28.7%) 867 m (24.1%) 
Imports: 
Petroleum 485 m (21.1) 556 m (22.24%) 716 m (18.1) N.A. 
products 
Iron & NA 79 m (3.2%) 150 m (3.8%) N X 
steel I 
Source: Asia 1994-96 Yearbook of Far Eastern Economic Review 
Note: Figures in blanket represent percentage to the total exports/ imports. 
Favorable but Restrictive 丨ndustrv 
Mobile phone 
Type of industry: Telecommunication service 
Reason for favorable: 
Traditional land-based telecommunication facilities are monopolized by SOE, 
Vietnam Post & Telecommunications Corp. (VNPT). Though it cooperates with four 
foreign companies: Australia's Telstra Corp., Britain's Cable & Wireless PLC, France 
Telecom and Japan's Nippon Telegraph <fe Telephone Corp. in adding phone lines 
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valued at $1.4 billion in Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi42, the time-consuming installation 
is far from fulfilling the instant needs from the growing enterprises. Besides, the 
business of renting mobile phones emerges in Vietnamese. The price including the to-
door delivery is around US$3 per day and various models offered to choose. This 
indicates that the existing telecommunication infrastructure including land-based and 
mobile is far from meeting the growing demand. 
Three incumbent mobile-phone companies are serving the two central business 
districts: Hanoi and HCMC. Facing 4.3 million people in HCMC43 and projected 
population for 4 million by early 21 century in Hanoi44, foreign investors would find the 
market of vast potential to grow. Their entrance would not lead to slash the sales or 
profit of the 3 competitors. Vietnam Mobile Service Co. (Mobifone) is serving 60,000 
subscribers, Vinaphone for 10,000 people and Call-Link is rendering service to 15,000 
people in Ho Chi Minh City.45 Vinaphone is a wholly owned unit of VNPT. VNPT 
also owns Mobifone, but does so through a business cooperation contract with 
Sweden's Comvik International. Call-Link, a joint-venture between Ho Chi Minh City 
Post and Telecom and Singapore Telecommunications Ltd, Out of three, only Call-
Link provides analog mobile phone services.46 
42 "Vietnam Shuffles the Top Posts in Telecom Sector." The Asian Wall Street 
Journal, 25 February, 1997, p. 11 
43 'The Pace of Change in Vietnamese Lifestyles Is Warming up." BKPOST, 21 Feb. 
1995 
44 AIW, AWVEN, “Vietnam - Fun Hard To Find in Hanoi." 19 March, 1997 
45 “Vietnam's Mobile-phone Market." The Asian Wall Street Journal, 12 February, 
1997 
46 "Motorola Is Selected To Supply Vinaphone With Network Gear." The Asian Wall 
Street Journal. 11 March, 1997，p. 7 
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In 1987 until March 1997，the transportation and communication sector 
accounts for 5.5% of the projects licensed.47 Thus, this industry is not a hot potato, 
any latecomers are able to grasp at a share. 
Reason for restrictive: 
The price of subscription fee is regulated by the Department General for Post 
and Telecommunication and the Government Committee for Prices. The fee is $22.7 
per month while the cost of a call is $1.5 per minute at the end of 1996.48 Neither is 
allowed to reduce. The autonomy on pricing is seized. It is expected that the State 
will continue to have exclusive control over the postal-telecommunication services. 
There is a substitute in the market. In Ho Chi Minh City, the Ho Chi Minh City 
Telephone Co. provides a virtual telephone to more than 4 million citizens. It does not 
require dedicated phone lines but subscriber can ring directly to a voice mailbox in 
which callers can leave recorded messages. The subscriber can retrieve and reply to 
those messages at any where like an answering machine.49 
Oil refinery 
Type of industry: Mineral-processing 
Reason for favorable: 
Vietnam has a large continental shelf which contains significant oil reserves. 
Crude oil is its crucial exports; it contributes on average a quarter portion of total 
exports to Vietnam (shown in Figure 8). Meanwhile, petroleum products of similar 
value are imported. In order to filling the gap (difference between the line and the bar) 
drawn on figure 9, Vietnam attempt to build its first oil refinery company. South 
47 “VN Needs Incentives for New Investment." Vietnam Investment Review, 15-21 
July, 1996 
48 “Firm Rivalry.，，Vietnam Economic Times, Dec. 1996, p. 18-19 
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Korea's LG Group, Malaysia's Petroliam Nasional Bhd.，U.S.'s Conoco Inc. and 
Stone & Webster，Taiwan's Chinese Petroleum Corp. and Chinese Investment 
Development and France's Total SA have shown interest in signing joint venture with 
Vietnam, Vietnam's insistence on plant location makes them all retreat. 
Figure 9 Insufficient supply of petroleum products 
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Refined oil products produced in Vietnam will not only supply the local market 
but also the whole region in Asia. According to Singapore-based Morgan Stanley 
analyst Lars Reierson, the region is already a net importer of refined oil products and 
will has a sharp forecast increase in the imbalance between supply and demand.50 
49 "Voice messaging in Vietnam: Virtual solution for a real challenge." 
Telecommunications, Vol.: 30，Issue: 9，Sept. 1996, p. 98-102 
50 "Analyst Spots Prospects in Oil-refining Industry." The Asian Wall Street Journal, 
21 March, 1997, p. 13 
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Reason for restrictive: 
As Vietnamese government intends to develop rural area for the sake of even 
distribution of wealth, it insists on locating the refinery in Dung Quat, a remote village 
about 900 kilometers north of Ho Chi Minh City.51 At the end of March, there was a 
dramatic change on the attitude of Vietnam government. It proposed two new sites 
for oil refinery in order to lure back the foreign investors. 
Unfavorable but Protective Industry 
Computer hardware 鞸nd software production 
Type of industry: electrical appliances 
Reason for unfavorable: 
There are little related and supporting industries since most of electronic 
components are imported instead of locally produced. The skill of labour is far below 
the technology used in this industry. The largest importer of PC is none of the Asean 
members and Vietnam itself. The intellectual property right is hardly protected; 
analysts say close to 95% of computer software in use in Vietnam today is pirated.52 
Reason for protective: 
Vietnamese government wants to have the high-level technology transfer and 
the related and supporting industries brought up. It granted the license to IBM for 
setting up 100% foreign-owned company in Vietnam last year. It seldom grants such 
type of license. Such a concession highly reflects its protection. 
51 “PetroVietnam Terminates Refinery Deal." The Asian Wall Street Journal 25 
February, 1997, p. 3 
52 "Vietnam Takes Step to Guard Copyrights with Published List." The Asian Wall 




From the above analysis, I concluded vast of profitable opportunities embedded 
in the favorable, favorable but restrictive and unfavorable but protective industries. 
How to dabble them? The hinge lies in whether businesses in tune with the 
government's priorities. They are worth for those tend to leave to think twice. 
Vietnam was praised by the World Bank as of high marks for the level of GDP 
growth with low rate of inflation in 1996 because it learnt many lessons from its 
neighbouring countries especially China. Lots of mistakes have been avoided, in return 
for a satisfactory result. Such as approach undoubtedly raises up the success 
probability. However, there is a trade-off. Accustomed to following counterparts' 
footsteps, it goes cautious and hesitated in stepping in any new and untried policies or 
development. Breakthrough or high-speed economic growth appears far from reach. 
That is all my forecast. Its validity history will tell. What I ensure is that its caution 
has spread through the policy over FI. The number of both favorable but restrictive 
industry and unfavorable but protective industry continuously increase whilst that of 
pure favorable industry is forced to go in opposite direction. During my analyzing, I 
hardly find the representative under this category. But for the two government-
intervened categories, they mushroom heavily. These fully explained why the decline 
in registered foreign capital and severe discount on the investment funds. 
In order to maintain a high-speed and safe growth, the State should change its 
attitude towards FI. Opening itself and keeping foreign investors and itself on the 
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mutual benefit status would a definite solution. Lopsided policies scare the foreign 





In this paper, I have just listed part of the promising industries but which is not 
exhaustive. The rest is worthy for further research. Besides, the diamond model is 
self-reinforcing system. Any changes generated from one determinant would affect the 
other(s). Any adjustment after April, 1997 could make the comparative advantage(s) 
of Vietnam change, as a result, some industries would be reshaped. The obvious 
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